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MEMPHIS PLANS FOR
THE: POSTWAR F[UTURE:
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''The Press-Scimitar's series of in+erviews wi+h the managers of Memphis
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said.

'''The series of articles shows +hat the careful planning by each individual

indus+ry which CED has urged has been put in+o practice in Memphis.
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materialize."
All ?n all. Memphis indus+rial leaders are painting in bold lines ai devel-

oping. brighter and brighter picture of Memphis' postwar prospec+s.

MEMPIIIS PRESSIS€IMITAR
A Scripps-Howard Newspaper

A SERIES OF ARTICLES DESCRIBING THE ACTUAL PLANS

OF MEMPHIS INDUSTRIES
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Binswanger Plans For Reconversion
Postwar lobs Wi,II Change
But Worh Will Go On

Table of Con+en+s

The Reconversion Parade of Memphis industries is beginning to form.
The talking period is about over. The "We hope to do
this and that" phase has faded into the confused past.
No one knows, of course, when the war in Europe will
be over. No one knows when Japan will be clef eated.
But a Survey by The Press-Scimitar reveals that Mem-
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switch-over to civilian production flashes.
They'll be ready to go. There will be delays here and
there. Some periods of scattered unemployment are expected
in the natural course of events.
The survey shows, however, that for a large number of
industries now engaged in the production of war materials,
the changeover to civilian production will not be so difficult,
by any means, as anticipated by the worry-worry aggregation.
This is because many industries are manufacturing
products for the military which also are used by civilians.
It will be a simple matter, comparatively, to resume civilian
producfion while at the same time winding up Uncle Sam's
military orders.
The changeover will be more cliff icult for some plants.
They are getting ready, however, and some firms are so far
along that if reconversion orders should come today they
would be ready in a few weeks at the most for the output
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The Memphis Committee for Economic Development is
particularly pleased by reports that many firms which have
expanded for war production will be able to maintain their
expanded facilit,ies after the war.
They have learned how to make new products, along
with their peacetime manufacturing products, and by applying the energy and foresight of private enterprise have
found postwar outlets for these new items.
Before the war, Binswanger & Co., glass products manufacturers and distributors, 655 Union, manufactured mirrors,
art and decorative glass; distributed plate and window glass,
structural glass, store-front metal, paints, varnishes and
brushes.
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Wartime building restrictions cut off outlets for much
of this 72-year-old firm's products. So Milton S. Binswanger,
president, simply looked around and found something else the
fir]]o. could manufacture and sell, and at the same time thru
sales promotion expanded the restricted field for his oldtime products.

He entered the field of optics, and developed a staff
of workers producing optical parts used in binoculars, gun
sights and mirrors for military purposes. He did so well at
this new, highly technical job that his firm won the ArmyNavy E award. The production of these items for the military grew rapdily, giving employment to nearly twice as
many persons as he had on the payroll tiefore the war.
"It is our purpose to continue operation of our optics
department," Mr. Binsw&nger revealed. "Already we have
developed a number of useful optical parts serviceable to
postwar business. We have anticipated development of other
items. We believe that wlthln a reasonable time we will be
able to operate our optical a_ep8rtment with as large or
larger employment than at present."
The firm also anticipates steady development of its older
lines of production.
``It is our belief that building of new homes, a;s well as
commercial and industrial building, will be greater in the
next two to five years than lms ever been experienced in
the Memphis territory," Mr. Blnswanger says.
``From the employment viewpoint, we had 126 employes
before the war. We have about 300 now. We anticipate a
postwar employment of about 350.
``We're ready for the postwar era."

Southern Acid & Sulphur to Stay

FiresTone Awaits Signal For Civilian Tires

`War Babu' WHI Produce

Peacetime Chemieals
"Southern Acid & Sulphur Co. intends to stay in Memphis."

T. J. Twomey, general manager of the local plant, thus
answers one of the most worrisome questions for those who
wonder what will happen after the war to industries brought
into sudden life by Defense Plants Corporation under the hurryup needs of war.
The company's local plant on War ford is a ``war baby."
The plant is not producing now, explains Mr. Twomey, because benzol cannot be obtained for the manufacture of phenol,
which in turn goes into the manufacture of explosives. Benzol
is needed more now for the speed-up in producing aviation

WORLD WAR 11
SOLDIERS ON JOB
Slrown above are war &}eter-

gasoline.

What is the plant going to do?
"We are starting changeovers in our equipment," Mr.
Twomey says. "Within about five months we will be producing
chlorine and caustic soda. We will also go ahead with phenol
the moment we can get the benzol.
"These products will be produced for the postwar needs of
this area. It is economically sound to make chlorine and
caustics in Memphis, which is not being done now. We have
the advantages of cheap TVA electric power. We have a market and we have the materials easily available.
"We are leasing the plant from Def ense Plants Corporation
with the option of buying it after the war. We intend to stay
in Memphis."

Conceding that "anything can happen after the war" to
plants hurried into being to meet sudden war needs, he sees
"every reason to believe that we'll be operating before so very
long on a permanent basis."
Uses of phenol, chlorine and caustics are many for civilian
as well as war needs.
Phenol will play a major role in the development of plastics
and resins in the Mid-South, Mr. Twomey emphasizes. Chlorine
is used in the purification of cotton linters. Caustic soda has

many uses-in the manufacture of soap, for example, or in
making bleaching powder in the rayon industry, and as. a neutralizing agent for acids.
By early in 1945 he expects the production of chlorine and
caustics to be under way, thus adding another link to the
steadily expanding industrial chain the Memphis area is forging to hold to what the war has brought it and at the same
time bring in more sources of jobs.
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Pre-Pearl Harbor Payroll May Be Trebled, Says Davis:

Reconversion a Ma++er of Changing Molds
Founded about 30 years ago, Southern Acid & Sulphur
Co., with headquarters in St. Louis, Mo., manufactured phenol
for military needs in the first World War.

It has plants at Beaumont, Texas; Port Arthur, Texas;
Shreveport, La.; a fertilizer plant at Little Rock, Ark.; a sulphur plant and a fertilizer plant at Houston, Texas.
It came to Memphis in 1942 expressly for the purpose of
producing
war needs.
``Backphenol
of it all,forhowever,
was an eye to the future in Mem-
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phis," Mr. Twomey says.
The plant area on War ford contains 68 acres.
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Nickey Bros. Will

Pidgeon-Thomas Prepares

Increase Output

Postwar Program

Wi+h a Third Greater Payroll Than

Has Fleaetble Orgarriz;ation For
Period Of TrcLnsition To

Before War: Wood Products
For Many Civilian Needs

Peacetirl'.a P roducti,on

factFrficnkgeyfirBmr,°tiEer:'ak)i:a;'pvaertt;raf:r¥:¥yphc£:£b)sYmbermanuIt's a new line-ne of many the firm is taking on, in
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Pidgeon-Thomas Iron Co., one of Memphis' old,
well-established firms, right now has a large num-

ceased firing.
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the firm faces the problems of transition to peace-
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time production, whenever the war ends, with confidence.
"We are keeping our organization flexible so that we
can make the change-ove,r from war to civilian work quickly
and smoothly," says Frank Pidgeon.
This sounds, on first thought, rather general and perhaps
vague. But back of the word ``flexible" is a great deal of planning on the part of a firm that for a long time has been
exerting its entire energies to prosecution of the war.
The firm's record in building LCT boats for the Navy is

The Same Wood
When peace comes-and to a limited extent perhaps
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civilian uses.
It will hold to its wartime production level because in

order to meet its wartime contracts it established a hard-
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well known thruout the world-as craft built along the banks
of Wolf River hurry to invasion areas of the global war. The
Army-Navy E-Award is displayed` with just pride.
The problem facing Pidgeon-Thomas-and other firms of
similar nature-in going into the postwar period will be how

eton Depart.
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into many different finished products.
Developing steadily during the war, the Dimension Department will be continued when peace comes.
The beauty of this department is that pieces of lumber
that might otherwise be cast aside because they are not
of proper size for oldtime uses now can be put into channels
of trade, company officlal emphasize.
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Using All the Log
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to use new skills and improved methods in civilian activities.
Welding largely will replace old-time riveting in structural steel work, Mr. Pidgeon believes. The firm has about
10 time,s as many welding machines as it had before the war.
It expects to use them in postwar work for greater efficiency and speed.
The firm's president, Phil Pidgeon, long has been a leader
in postwar planni.ng. As president of the Chamber of Commerce and regional chairman of the Committee for Economic
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This all goes into the continuous search of the lumber
industry for greater utilization of the log. In times past

Veneer Expansion
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closely-knit, skilled organization which will enter peacetime
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competition prepared to take advantage of whatever turn
industrial events may take.
What about the Pidgeon-Thomas shipyards?
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ground.
``The company is one of four shipyards of the Ijor
(landing craft, tanks) program awarded additional contracts
by the Navy to keep open thi.u 1944 so that in event more
craft are needed in 1945 they will be available for production," Frank Pidgeon says.
The question of whether the firm would care to enter
the postwar field of building river boats or coastwise ships
or yachts, or possibly establish an extensive ship-repair base,
is not one to be discussed at this stage of the game.
"Here again," explains Frank Pidgeon, ``the proposition
of flexibility is important. We are keeping in a position to
absorb as many as possible `of our shipyard workers in
civilian activities when our chief goal of he)ping win the war
is reached."

The No. 1 detail of the firm's postwar planning, he
declared, is:

"All regular employes of the firm now in the military
service will get jobs with us whe,n they come back."

flooring.
So the firm sees no difficulties in

the days ahead.
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going ahead within 24 hours, so
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trial relations.
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had before the war. If business con-
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Humko Co. Won't Have to Convertlt's Ready Now

Preserit War Output Wi,II Go Into
Civi,hi,an T rode Chc[irmals
Postwar thinking at Buckeye Cotton Oil Co.'s pulp
division, one of three chemical pulp plants in the United
States, realistically follows two lines:
1. The period of trcm8itton inrmedhateky following ce8satbon of world ho8ttltties.
8. The period growing out of readfu8t1'neut8 of the trow8btton period.

For Future, Ettpnd,ed Production
Including Hydrogen Gas,
Vital Wartirme Out|.ut
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S. L. Kopald, chairman of the board of the Humko Co.,
smiled across his desk in his spacious, sunlit office, and said:
``Well, now, I just can't think of anything in particular to
say about the postwar pe`riod."
Sam Cooper, a vice president, added:

prepared for the early days of peacetime production, because
they will have virtually no equipment-reconversion problems,
are not in a position to plan expansion until business trends
jell into a more definite picture.
The cotton pulp division's thinking is similar to that of
the cotton oil mill and the soybean crushing plant, the other
two branches of Buckeye, subsidiary of Procter & Gamble.
The first step will be fairly simple, W. F. Bowld, manager
of the pulp division, says.
"Right now our entire production is under allocation
by War Production Board," he explains. ``When peace comes,
or when we are released to some extent I rom this allocation,
we will revert to our previous outlets and have every reason to believe they will be as they have been. This will
require no reconversion of equipment at the plant. What we
are making now for the government's distribution will be
made for unrestricted civilian trade.
"During the war we expanded out plant for larger production of cotton linters pulp to bo used in making high tenacity,
viscous tire cord. Our products also have been used extensively by the rayon manufacturing industry, and by many
other manufacturers in various lines."
The pulp division has well defined plans blueprinted for
the immediate switchover from war to peace.
Very frankly and with a scientific attitude, Mr. Bowld
sees no immediate expansion of plant facilities, during this

wou`i`dwbee do°fni':t::evset ion¥Et!E5b£]#,articular to say, anything that
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would be over-and he wasn't getting ready to meet the tremendous reconversion problem?
Then the reporter suddenly realized what he had encountered
in his quest of detailed, postwar plans of Memphis firms. He had
discovered the head of a large firm who wasn't worrying about
reconversion.
Why?

reco¥t|e¥ski:'n.,¥r. K°Pa]d Went On to explain, ``wi|| have no
"There will be no idleness, no layoffs of employes. We'll just
keep right on producing the products we've been producing. We
hope for expanded sales. We have reason to believe they will
come.„
"Lessening of restrictions on manufacture for civilian consumption will come and will help plants like ours a great deal,"
Mr. Cooper remarked.
"And, you might say," Mr. Kopald said, "that the greatest
preparation anyone can make for the postwar period right now

Buckeye Ready for Quick Change

period.

HERE IS A VIEIIV 6" t*e foe/droge" gas prod"o6"g
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is-to determine to work, work hard and keep on working
and buy war bonds."
As ,the conversation continued, Mr. Kopald took the
reporter and photographer on a jaunt thru the big modern plant-outgrowth of the much smaller plant he and
Herbert Humphreys (now a Navy lieutenant) started off
with in 1930 as the Humko I-ard Co.
Later it became the IIumko Co. and went on to a
steadily developing place among Mid-South manufacturers.
When war came Humko Co. was ready to send large
qu,antities of shortening, salad oil and other products for
Army rations, Lend-Lease requirements, all over the world.
It did such a good job that only recently it was given a
well-earned recognition thru the "A" award of War Food
Administration.
The trip thru the plant revealed another activity,
brought about by wartime expansion-the hydrogen gas
producing unit. In peacetimes hydrogen gas is used in
manufacture of the shortening for which the firm is

:::yroa::i::ieif:isie:ni:r:.fiv:f:::i:s:#rsgufa:s.r:sn:ip;pal#:eg.dii:ii:

loons. The unit was expanded until it became one of the
largest individual units in hydrogen gas Production in the
country, Mr. Kopald says, altho Some other firms have
larger total production capacity in scattered plants.
POSTWAR WORRIES? "No," 8o"8 JS. I. HopciRE, oJba6r7'i'ro"
of the boa8.a of Hunko Co. "We'u sbqup_ky keep on producing cLrmd
8euing without onu reconnger8bon period."
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Bwclceye C!otton Otl C/o. on Jack8on.

The sheets of ceu%-

Zose pulp are bewig turned out f or the high tenawitu, viscose rayon tire cord progra'rr..

POSFT`WALR PIA:ENS of the pwhp division of Buckeue Cot-

ton Otl Co.'s huge plant §n Memphis a,re contal,ned, basieatly, in the future of the contents of the four 8a,mole jars
W. F. Bowld, rna,nager, bs conte'mplating bn tlvis pieture.
From I,eft I;o ri,ghl;, the jars contain raw cotton I;iners, whieh
after being treated are tron!ueformed into I;inter pulp,. too8e
pulp wlvich goes into cctlwlose f or guncotton, or into ceuulo8e
acet;ate f or non-whfl,armmahie phofographi,a fi;in, acetate rauon,
owd nranu other artbcles,. 8heeted I;inter pul,p, whtoh goes
i,nto viscose rcayon or visco8e tire cord, falter papers, transaparent casings, owd visco8e sapinning sozutton.
Possibilities for the future, however, are tremendous,
and it is on these possibilities the best thinking of the company's minds is centered.
One of the questions that cannot be answered now, Mr.
Bowld says, is that of the extent to which wood pulp will
compete with cotton linters pulp in rayon.
Viscose, for example, which is made by dissolving
cellulose and then regenerating it during a spinning process is used in making rayon, transparent paper, sausage
casings, etc. Viscose, however, can be made from wood
pulp"The
as well
from
priceas of
rawcotton
linterslinter
will pulp.
have a great deal to do
with the volume of business in cotton linters pulp," he says.
"It is to be hoped that the cotton oil business will realize
fully the competition of wood pulp in the field in which
cotton linters pulp producers operate. Wood pulp at present prices is cheaper than linters pulp."
His thinking on prices and various angles of an economic nature is in line with that of authorities who say
definite plans for continuing postwar development after the
immediate changeover to a civilian status, must await vast
readjustments. They may come soon. They may develop
later.
At the same time Mr. Bowld sees probalilities for extensive developments in the field of plastics which could
send the cotton linter pulp business along a widening path
of growth.
Meanwhile, the pulp division, which has won the
Army-Navy E-Award land several stars, is centered on its

military production-and will be until the war ends.

American Fin.ishing Co. plans Twice

As Many on Payroll As Pre-War
American Finishing Co., in business in Memphis since

:i:g:Woff][tehneterw:rpe]:£°dE::oS¥aF:}°sniEamrieds{at£:y8:toedrmtahne,
president.
The firm also expects to employ twice as many persons
as it had on the payroll before Pearl Harbor.
It will go from wartime to peacetime production without
stopping production or even slowing down in order to reconvert to civilian products.
``With increased efficiency and a better product, we look

forward to the postwar era with a great deal of confidence,"
Mr. Goodman says.
'Thus this firm, whose plant has a capacity of handling
7cOO miles of cotton cloth every month for pre-shrinking,
dyeing, mercerizing and other preparations before going to
clothing manufacturers, is not worried in the least about
its postwar problems.
Its wartime record in preparing cloth for all kinds of
military equipment, from caps for Wacs to equipment para-

chutes, has won the firm the Army-Navy E Award with
two stars.
Officials count on a large demand for goods after the war.
"With the large savings in war bonds available and

ferent shade, or the amount of starch in a formula to
produce a different finish."
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types of finishes the plant will be able to pass on to its
civilian customers. Latest developments in the handling of
cloth will be available to the civilian trade."

:|apta:`fNa:ne°ns::§£:n°ed:§Cn:t££anri%,::awt]:°[Sy%r:e:teiFo:k£:g;i::'¥;a:g::t:oteoE=

customers have not been able to obtain the quantity of
cotton cloth necessary to meet their demands. As soon as
quantities of cotton goods are released to the commercial
trade, our business should afford a larger permanent labor
demand than at any time in our history."
Getting ready for the postwar period has been going on
for a long time at this plant. In fact, by preparing for large
wartime production officials believe they have at the same
time been preparing for the business of .peace-by improving their methods.
"This company, like all progressive manufacturers during the war period, has given very careful attention to vari-

:#:ug::Ctehses[;,:n€,r9t|eempsrefs|d::€eermtp°hfBzpers:i:riFseweff{i`eecnecs¥

3£a¥geehwa]Y,ebbeee[:tphr:dau£{onugntf°orftdhyeei£V::3emreE:.g:fea°dnfi¥

sary especially because of the stringent labor market thruout
the war years.
"Many hours of co-operation between efficiency engineers
and our own personnel have brought out improvements all
the way from the office and accounting procedure down to
the smallest machine in the plant. These improvements will
g® right along in our postwar development."
Mr. Goodman, incidentally, gives as his guess that postwar people will want more vari-colored clothing, with the
style trend easing away f ron matched garments to socalled sports wear.

ingcg=::E=js£E*#ng_h_I_eq%£efur}_8_°ly^€_t#.3::`C.a#^eF¢Gnm%83h±,
•#,iEn: i; .,--vb-66--i];esbdeni_,. eea'mine a cap_.I_9.I:b_ xp:,ac...1_ ]T_he.U.
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compete in the postwar era.
``The American Finishing Co.'s present equipment will
be used for commercial requirements immediately after
cessation of the war since we will produce the same products

Chemicalworksconsideredforcordova
Mearowhile, N ati,oral Fireworks Ermphoyes E accited : 100,000,000th Shell!
In two years time anything can happen, he conceded, but
•he believes the company undoubtedly will want to continue
operations of some kind on the 700-acre tract of land which
it owns and whose buildings it built with its own funds. Right
now the chemical works idea appears to be the answer,
especially with the large crew of highly trained wartime
technicians available.
The loo,000,000th shell celebration really started when Lt.
Col. J. E. 0lsson, in charge of the Army's Chemical Warfare
Service in Memphis, escorted a group of wounded officers
from Kennedy General Hospital thru the plant.

The Cordova, Tenn., plant of National Fireworks, Inc.,
took steady aim and fired its 100,000,000 shell of World
War 11.
The shell wasn't actually fired, of course, but it was
loaded, assembled, inspected and sent on its way to join many
millions of other shells the Navy is firing thru enemy air-

craft thruout the world.
It was a proud moment for the officials and workers of
the plant that flies the Army-Navy E-award with two stars,
and for Navy personnel at the plant especially, when Ed H.
Luce, resident manager, donned coveralls in honor of the
occasion and presided at the final inspection of the 100,-

Bure¥:.gfuc6raan!|cE:aJ.Asim£.a3,F;nEu%SoefdJr:.']Cohh{£f6i{tnhn:

000,000th shell.

of the bureau, are expected to visit the Cordova plant. Their
visit may have a great deal to do with furthe- Navy orders
for shells in a program of replacing stocks of ammunition
long after the war ends.
"We are very proud of our record out here," Mr. Luce
says. ``We are proud of the men and women, at least 75 per
cent of them from rural areas, who have. kept this record
going. Many of them work on night shifts at the plant and
then farm in the day time after a certain amount of sleep."
Military personnel connected with the plant includes
Maj. Wilbur C. Adams, area inspector of the Army's Chemical
Warfare Service; Lt. W. C. Calkins, resident inspector of
Naval materiel, and Lt. (jg) Lee L. Goulden, with the Navy.

happTneedp£S£¥:tt£:aFisantr:E;ir£:rto°ifear:h;ha?rtehs£S-:£gz{;tna:

war production unit will do when its war production and its
postwar war production are over. Mr. Luce already had
announced several weeks ago that the plant has additional
Navy shell-loading contracts sufficient to keep the plant
going for two or three years after the war ends.
Mr. Luce managed to take time out f ron the celebration
centered on the 100,000,000th shell long enough to reveal that
the company is considering plans for establishing a huge
chemical works on the location where 20 and 40 mm anti-

ai:Crpaofstfhaer]]Sr%E3cftT:£nfs!ac¥n?,°uE:8.arebeingloaded-after
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No Postwar Stops at Chapman-Dewey!
Lumber Firm Has Stacks of Orders
With his plant going ahead on war contracts which take
up a very large percentage of the output, W. 8. Chapman,
president of the Chapman & Dewey Lumber Co. of Memphis,
has this slant on the firm's postwar prospects:
"I think that for at least six months after the war we
will be kept busy, very busy, taking care of the accumulated
demands of old customers.
"We have a large backlog of civilian orders on the books
to step right into the buying picture in the place now held
by governmental orders.

Big Expansion for Abraham Bros.
$100,000 Phand Planned Soon
. . . Another $250,000 One

Alter the War
Postwar planning by Abraham Bros.

g|oe#nayci±onpgesfftromst£:r:°w£:iaJi9frint88td:S:

``The making of boxes is one of our main lines. Now
our boxes are carrying ammunition, medical supplies and
lend-lease shipments to far corners of the world. After the
war the boxes will be carrying beverages, various foodstuffs
and other articles in widening civilian trade.
"There will be no reconversion shutdown at our plant.
Within 24 hours we will be sailing along with our civilian

on a $100,000 plant expansion.

That's not 60 days after the war, either.
It is 60 days from today, George G. Abraham, vice president and secretary, emphasizes.

production."

Mr. Chapman believes, as do heads of many other busimesses, that Memphis is unusually fortunate in ha,ving so
many plants manufacturing war materials of the general
type that can be adapted to civilian use quickly and without
extensive changes in machinery.
He is not oblivious, however, to the realistic features of
the changeover to peacetime production.

The $100,000 expansion will be construction of a
new rendering plant at the Hollywood plant location, and is the first of three major developments

;%:rsc°a¥oP,aiEybiaf::rndge.d ty the late Sam Abraham

``The question of priorities remains to be answered," George a. Abraham, son o£ Sam Abraham,
told Tbe Press-Scmiltar, `.but we have reason to
hope we can start our expansion program soon."
Second phase of the development is planned to
start immediately after the war-a $250,000 project
wbich will group all the company's plants and offices
under one roof at the Hollywood location. The can-

{ron3dueostfto:sndofaEreffo{;££tt¥£Eocoebdtuafg£Egt¥pat::£ac,;sv£,Ta:stpr::
duction may go ahead speedily, he says.

The question of what may happen after the first flush
period of buying by civilians subsides is one Mr. Chapman
would like to have answered. He believes that very likely
the period may last longer than anticipated now; that home
building will step into the picture stronger and stronger;
that furniture demands will bring a steadily increasing
market for timber products.

#8fapuhT::#thBr:nTtive`:'efir:encndhsYd{:[riE:gp°evreadtint:
grtfbE:{oownusp¥;,::.o3fffc:3,,e;hea]Foa#T,f,a3:u£E5e3ntdotLs;
Hollywood location.

BHrootsadFwm###%#gH%#T'#8°£a%erhe££%%inr###.iiunueeyt§%%g8%f#%8%#
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pany'8 b4g eapcmston p!rogra,in.

South as the livestock industry itself develops, cannot be napped in detail at this time.
Mr. Abraliam said plans for the consolidation of
units and the construction of the new buildings
have been drawn by H. P. Henschein of Chicago,

fir:gec±u:?eerci:lfiz#gm;Eisp£:,IiE5tE`ean|:catu:ludi:f:

g3£p#%#:RE#Ffa#odD%ee%8T%ao%%%¢#£etp#ff%#
The firm plans to hold onto its wartime gains in capacity,
due to its expanded battery of kilns, and in methods for
speedy production.

It is manufacturing more and rhore boxes that are

§|¥¥8s3:ni¥eh;i¥:Ecb§¥.;£ii|d;;:£i£;F:::e:d;fyft;:1s:si'et:h::P;§i¥h:,y:i;nf
thisTah¥°&n:p#a:h&8°ex;§yafeun:£nefrshceg.3ifs°::uihd{epdmiennti886

at Kansas City, Mo. It has two large sawmills, one at
Marked Tree, Ark., and the other in Memphis. Curtis Dewey

8_p.UFF:ae%:±#`#.aftogtehtehg°rhtagpIr%e&d##h%%rmmubf%ct%6
of boa;e8.

is vice president.

In addition to making boxes it specializes in flooring and
other products.

Buron Robin8on is at the 'nwchine.
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vising engineer.
``Our consolidated building will be one-story, in
striking contrast to the old type of packing plants
which towered high," Mr. Abraham said. "It has
been found that packing plants can operate much
more efficiently and economically on an assembly
line system all on one floor."
Back of the company's planning, he said, is its
faith in the continual growth of the livestock indus-

try in this part of the country.

"We will have no reconversion problem when the war ends," he
said. `We'll keep right on. Our chief planning goes beyond the period
of transition from war to peace into the question of sustained produc-

tion thru the years, keeping step with Memphis' growth. We are sold
completely on the future of Memphis and the Mid-South."
Mr. Abraham is serving as a member of the National War Meat
Board, which comprises seven packers and five representatives of
the government. The board's function is to balance the meat supply
and the demand for military purposes, Lend-Lease and for civilians.
The Abraham Bros. firm dates back to 1910, when Sam Abraham
founded a meat market which expanded later into a chain of markets,
and then into the packing plant. Four brothers were associated with
Sam Abraham-Ben Abraham, now president of the firm; the late
Harry Abraham; J. J. Abraham, now retired, and George Abraham,
now vice president and treasurer.
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Southern Shellac Will Build Large

Rotary Lift Sees Rush Business for 3 Years

plant at War End

Af+er +he War, a Greater Payroll:
New Produc+s, Too: $90,000

Will Double Ou+put and Employ

50 Per Cent More Than A+
Time of Pearl Harbor

Building Expansion

With its entire output going into war work, the

Mr. Allan anticipates a steady expansion of its e.levator
business. Starting back in 1925 as manufacturer of the rotary
auto lift, such as used at service stations for hoisting cars
for lubrication, the company in 1936 took on the making of
elevators-for handling freight, trucks or for passenger purposes in buildings of two or three stories.
When the war came on manufacture` of auto lifts was
stopped by order of War Production Board. The elevator

company continues expanding its facilities even tho there is
of necessity considerable doubt due to the uncertainties of
war just how long war orders will last.
"We have expanded every year of our existence,. and there
is no reason not to^expand now, even before the war ends,"
explains Hugh Allan, vice president and general sales manager. ``The products we are making for wartime uses can be
switched to peacetime purposes immediately after the war
ends-many of them before then, very likely."
So the company is spending around $90,000 this year on
building expansion and rearrangement of its manufacturing
facilities. A third floor is being added to its office building,
the entire floor to be devoted to the engineering department.
Machinery is being rearranged for greater speed, efficiency
and general economy of operation.
``There is every reason to believe that civilian business
will develop steadily after the war ends, spurred on by the
demand for products the public hasn't been able to get
because of the war," Mr. Allan says. "We are getting ready
for it. Expansion now means greater production for the war,
and, when the war ends, enlarged productivity for civilian
demands.''
The company expects to have a larger payroll after the
war than it does even now with its big wartime orders.

numbers were made.
The company believes that the trend of industry to take
offices from large office buildings and establish them at the
plants will develop and increase the demand for short-haul
elevators. More and more industries are having one-floor
plants, in which the elevator can be used in many ways, to
serve parts depots on mezzanines and for other purposes,
Mr. Allan says.
The auto lift business will come back with a bounce, he
believes. About 20 per cent of service stations in America
have closed since the war started, he estimates. Many of
these had no auto lift. They'll want it after the war.
He revealed that the company recently had completed a
contract for making parts of turrets for Martin bombers.
It also has been making various parts for the LOT boats
Pidgeon-'I'homas Iron Co. is building in Memphis.
He believes that civilian orders will more than take up
the slack when war orders have ended. The company is keep
ing an eye on foreign trade expansion.
Rotary Lift Co. was founded by R. J. O'Brien, now president, and 8. 8. Jones, chairman of the board. E. E. Blevins
is vice president in charge of production.

In times of war prepare for war-and for peace
as well.

This is the policy being followed by Rotary Lift
Southern Shellac Ma.nufacturing Co. Of Menphis, only shellac manufacturer in the South, will
start construction of a new bleaching plant, south
of the present plant, just as soon as the war ends.
5op:rh]csert``L8::be'fajFoeyeps]atnht:Snca¥a::t¥imwe!t:fj£:gri°fiaarbb°our:
Harry C. Smith told The Press-Scimitar.

He is president of

:i:ii=car:¥nsia8tE#£gcp°]in!rc.. Owner and operator of the
It has been fairly rough sailing for the shellac making

iuoss`tnecsrs{t.Pcua|£:E¥::a!E:S;u¥pri££T£:&t%anyst.he]tpifasn?nheas°fb:gf
unable to obtain alcohol in sufficient quantities to produce at
capacity.
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essential uses. There is a high backlog of orders, just to replenish normal stocks.
"We anticipate full production for at least 12 months just
to catch up with orders."

his £E:£tnheesrs,th:FtgerMtrLesE£:: ewxjE[ecge tgp::££:: %ETgE;se££g :.:
"stick-lac" and "seed-lac" from India.

Only Shellac Plan+ in the Sou+h

£nat:shefn]a£Ldi:S££Cnma:te:i%[af:5r::3inmgakofunt8s°efvesrhai]]acun°drr!ega

Co. of Memphis.

g|n!#hferr°eme]g:,'Csuatjgfrnr?§umsitthd,°3Se:':u%:eFhet°Tg:th::a;:efawc3':
likes the place too well.

This Tachardia Lacca, incidentally, is a tiny insect.
Swarms of them gang up on the twigs of certain kinds .of

i::e;;o:h;yhESc#shteh,:a8a.%umn:£ae:heguar|;gfut]|1et:±Ed:£:d:t:::

!i!pi;,g?:.:i;:,yh:eogg||,ei:iyta::iv:e::,e;it::,gt::.:,rm,:os:os.p;:F#d;n:E!,!
over again.
Natives at certain times assail the trees and gather the

S]aursttserosf:£es:{rceke-]8:anccrhuesshatnhdeTwfbgestweAen,£tstt]:nfasort:£:Fk°V£:

::::;refgrt:hfpe::,::.eds]£:i;,acw;:hmL:5sefoyretfrFat]5nugstt£:Coer£]Enfat[
1ac with various chemicals.

End of the war wi)I bring shipments direct from India
instead of having to follow long, roundabout routes, Mr.
Smith says. Now the company receives its shipments of lac
from various ports scattered along the American coasts, depending on the route a particular shipment has had to follow.

£lEc:e:taft:rT¥al::,:httei:ssh:g.p::pEh%g:,::;n:beyt#::k%r%',eaonfs,t!s
"Our plant will need no reconversion of equipment," he
emphasizes.

"We simply need release on several items, such

::ra]nc:#,::cdh,Pnr;0;£]t:i:.,9n materials With Which to construct

!%fegfig;fo;dog?g¥#4E;¢#je#%G#G:ail?gi:;g¥i:d?j'i;#;i'
irra«rager of the firm.

From 30 to 40 per cent of the plant's present production is
going into war channels.
The firm is in close contact with Memphis International
Center in its postwar planning.

Mr. Allan sees a business rush for at least three years
after the war. He believes that by that time various developments should be ready to take over and keep business going
at a steady pace. His business, like every other business, of
course, will depend to a considerable extent in the postwar
period
on the general progress of the country.
\
The company has some new products under study, but is
not revealing them at this time.
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Lewis Supply Company to Expand:
Buys Lot on Main Street

`Expansion'-Key to Bruce Postwar plans
Produc+ion Will Be Limi+ed Only

By Availabili+y of Ma+erialNew Products Con+empla+ed
War-Born

Expansion!
This one word holds the key to postwar planning by E. L.

Manufac+uring Business

Bruce Co.

This firm-largest manufacturer in the world of hardwood

Will Con+inue: Pre-War

flooring, with around 85 per cent of its present production of
flooring and many other lumber products going into strictly

Dis+ributing Ac+ivity

wartime channels-is preparing for the end of the war with
only one idea in mind:

To grow and keep on growing to supply the demands of

Will Be Enlarged

peacetime.

sa[esTtenrdeawdft[erbt?sienxg?a:i%£3££itphr°i8=:::'sftnaf¥:=a¥£,tha°cdc%riE
ing to C. Arthur Bruce, vice president and secretary, a general employment increase of fran 30 to 35 per cent over that
at the time of Pearl Harbor.
In general Mr. Bruce expresses the company's views on
postwar
"Theproduction
fact that this
this way:
country has been standing still on
civilian housing so long has built up a tremendous need for
construction material.
"We anticipate that after the close of the war we'1l be
busy for sometime just in catching up with orders for dealer's
inventories. iour production will be limited only by the availability of material.
`Why, the normal peacetime needs for repair and main-

T. Walker Lewis, president of Lewis
Co., has announced that the company has ::E!i}ta 70xl65-foot vacant lot across the street from
the firm's main building at 477 S. Main.
``We are planning to erect a building there after the
war and house in it our developing manufacturing business
and Diesel engine department," he said.
This is only one phase of postwar planning by this
firm, which started out in Helena, Ark., about 25 years
ago as a wholesale distributor of mill supplies and other
machinery, came to Memphis in October 1931 and continued
along the same line.
The interesting feature is that Lewis Supply Co., having
gone into manufacturing because of the war, will continue
manufacturing, in addition to carrying on its original and
expanded distributing business.
When government contracts are canceled the company
will get into civilian production as speedily as possible. This
work, as a prime contractor, has been largely in making
electric power units for the Army Signal Corps. Two large
contracts have been completed and a third, as large as the
other two combined, is being carried out now.
The Diesel engine phase, which the company took on
before the war and has developed steadily, will be expanded.
Mr. Lewis says as general agent for the General Motors
Diesel engine in this part of the country, he p)ans to cover
much more territory in the South with salesmen who will
be able to provide complete service for the engines.
The company's building north of its main location will be
used entirely as a steel warehouse, for much larger stocks

pru%cApr%r8h#ehg%_gee_£xp_#3%g:t%8dap8retoc#a%yw°efarEte8k=_
.c5#.:a§#y#o%£#hroetw%e#oe%#%Safrtvyfea%nfftif#fe%#:eot%eh%o##,%£ppV§%nod%,
flooring cam i;che.

themselves are so designed that they answer the needs and

s:taenr::isa'r°ens:£i*:irat'iYi£:]etpedthfe°rbutshiieEgsotfts¥:p¥;{anr:t¥:t±

desires of builders," he says.

rushing for a long time. Stocks with distributors and retail
dealers have almost vanished.
"We have increased our potential of factory output. We
have the space and the machines and we expect to use them.
Only recently we purchased additional acreage at our Memphis plant to allow for expansion.
This company recognizes a real opportunity in factory
production of units of construction which may be applied
more economically on the job, especially when the units in

He illustrates this trend in the growing demand for the
firm's hardwood flooring, completely finished, waxed and
ready to be installed in the home.
The lumber products of the firm will continue as in the
past, when war ends, by simply going into civilian trade
rather than to meet governmental orders. There will be no
reconversion period. Reconversion of equipment will not be
necessary.
E. L. Bruce Co. has very ambitious plans on its line of

chemical products. Test campaigns and market surveys now
being conducted on its floor finishing and maintenance materials point to greatly expanded sales as soon as additional
containers and raw materials are available. The business of
the company's terminix division is now at an all-time high
and should continue to increase, officials say.
In its portfolio of postwar plans the company has considerable space devoted to ways to resume its foreign trade,
on hardwood flooring and lumber, also to expand foreign
trade on other prodricts that seem logical for international
commerce.

Mr. Bruce reveals that three entirely new products are
contemplated, with their specific nature not ready for pub-

than carried now.
The plant at Helena, where Mr. Lewis started in business
and which has been maintained as a warehouse, also will
be expanded, he says.
"We have several other ideas for the postwar period we

lication.

These products have gone thru extensive laboratory research and development. Two of them have reached the
point where pilot plants will be set up soon at the Memphis
plant to test in actual altho limited, production the feasibility
of placing them in general production and on the market.
The third awaits further laboratory testing. The preliminary
experimentation is being directed by one of America's outstanding technologists on wood.

8hof yas#6#grEE !E%:S'fopr8ef%6rdfe%t b°6£ E%g8€z %##% gt°.'th£
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are not in a position to disclose at this time," Mr. Lewis says.
All in all he sees a pretty rosy picture for Memphis

War.

after the war, altho believing that the transition days with
their scramble to resume old civilian contacts may produce
some unavoidable confusion and delay.
"I feel that the South has the greatest opportunity in
the Country for industrial development following the war,"
he says. "I f eel that Memphis certainly is one of the key
points of the South for industrial development and if we
make our plans ahead of time we should participate in a
large part of the business."

2#ethheas:eps::°dnuc°efdpfr:#:i::tfuhs::Sf:i¥hre.gorJecrenhag:;
:?dreyaabiehs°tuusj;gw°h%tx::i:E:sptry°pj:C:;f:udsi¥:fr:;iBfevjsntEesc::a

Regarding employment after the war, he emphasizes:
"Employes coming back from the war will be put to
work, and we also expect to keep the ones we have employed
during the war provided they are satisfactory in every way

in our postwar activities."

:;t%Fj:Sh!¥a±::§:s:tFn%!;n8:ib:y:E%eFn:±rommR±Sg;:]e:e:d£%e€:end::bry:r±oh¥;d#;

and want to stay with us."
F. Robert BTuce, Super.inlendevit of

E_. L. _Bruce_ Co.'s

#ohi%%%epkp;%f%¢£%edfinp%:t:%n%n#uc%%£Jf!footT%gbSomne

with the committee working along with the Memphis Committee for Economic Development.
In all its plans the company bears in mind developments
that will be reflected in all of its seven plants (Memphis is
headquarters) and in its sales and distributing organization in
the principal cities of the country.
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Sma\ll Tool Plant Has Ambitious Future

Johnson Has 1400 on New Home List

H. M. Richards Win Make Iiowrunowers When War Orders Are Filled

50 New Houses Wi:II Be Started
Wtthii.10 Days After Germn;nds
Def eat . . . AIL Pleas Ready

Mr. Richards' Union Tool & Manufacturing Co. is not
one of Memphis' large industries. When preparations for
war came on he very easily could have gone out of business.
About 50 per cent of the metals he used were ear-marked
for strictly war uses.
But he wasted no time wondering what in the world a
small plant like his would do in wartimes. There was a
place in the war effort for his highly technical type of precision work. H€ determined to get into that place speedily,
and landed his first contract Aug. 7, 1941, for making precision gauges for the AAF.
One type of war work after another followed. He bought
new machinery. He employed all the skilled workmen he
could find, and some unskilled, whom he trained. As he
bought machinery he kept ahead of the game of war and
peace in his thinking. Each machine was bought with the
idea of whether it could fit into postwar production.

The ease with which H. M. Richards glides
from one type of manufacturing to another as
the need arises is amazing to those who from time
to time visit his tool and die making plant at 2537
Broad.
Now he's planning to make lawnmowers-just as soon

fasfsEi:nwfarrofrdwrasr¥:]odp::tTofi.£:r3aytosg:]#:atdhyfsh3frge:i
civilian manufacture.

New war orders came in recently,

Fa°c¥:eve:heangdr£:'LLcuhti]yneg tsrxi]Pedm.uP that job before he can
When the war ends he will continue making lawnmowers and also resume his prewar business of manufacturing hospital supplies.

for¥i:E:¥:sb.£odfdftno8oi:na¥grdYe°srkw#cdhk:i:8#])tna8ryc°:::::td:
He says that not a single piece of work he has made for
the government has been rejected as faulty. This is a source
of understandable pride for a man who Was a Navy machinist
in the first World War and came to Memphis in 1934 after
years of work with Studebaker, Ford and other large
industries.
Some months ago Mr. Richards decided it was a good
time to begin thinking what he'd do when war orders
declined.

He got the lawnmower idea and immediately began
casting about for permission to start work. He says he was
granted permits to make 3000 lawnmowers, hand and motor
driven, and it wasn't long before letters came in asking for
his prices. He emphasizes that he is not making the lawnmowers now and cannot take orders for them. When he
does start making them he will select dealers in Memphis
and the Mid-South to handle distribution, he says.
He is planning for enlargement of his shop, with another
building at the rear and probably a second floor.

aion:h#awE&°uwfi:tLdreeao¥agth8erfa:rti:LsesjbiL:ttfe€:i::he:£deeve):

#beo¥tphis ):khionw°e¥. sg°rcofgtar¥cpt)eed Efath¥t :::Fd tF[¥kiE:

The Wallace E. Johnsons are not guessing
about what may happen in their business of building war worker homes when the war ends.
They are certain of several propositions:
About 1400 persons are on the waiting list, who want
homes built.

Plans have been drafted for about 50 houses, to be
started within 10 days after Germany is defeated.

Lots have been bought by the firm, surveys made and
jobs estimated.
For the past three or four months Mr. and Mrs. Johnson,
who have worked together ever since Mr. Johnson left a
retail lumber firm five years ago and started the business of
buying lots, building homes on them and selling or renting the
houses, have devoted their main attention to postwar planning.
They distributed questionnaires among persons renting
from them. This survey brought evidence that a large percentage wanted to remain in Memphis after the war and
expected to buy houses.

rmo AND MRS. WALIACE E. JOHNSON are pjofe.red

The survey. included answers to detailed questions about

looking over ptwm8 for hou8e8 thou wi:I1 8tort bwiiding in
Memphis just as 8oore as Gervnaqtg ts defeatedr.

;h:£tgpoer°sf{xt:::it£:ups::St°hnewk:#|do¥ahnetdtr#tdhe%rrg3,¥iaanstt:€

finish, wallpaper, varnished or enameled woodwork, attic
ventilation, and many other features. The question of
whether prospective buyers preferred making their own
house plans was asked.

With the postwar desires of prospective buyers down in
black and white on answers to the questionnaires, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson and their architects went to work on the plans.

Developing subdivis'ions has become an art with the
Johnsons and they see every reason for believing the demand
for houses will grow tremendously when the war is over.

ALre:d°yus£:£L¥Lj:)gbt:mtu]±tasmb°ereenscpueted£]yy'fr¥:<!ghtnos°3noaaayy%
under that of a comparatively brief time ago. This is made
possible by pre-cutting the lumber in the mill. It goes to the
building marked and ready for installation. Outside and

They knew pretty well in general what was wanted. They
have built around 2000 houses in Memphis and the md-South,
with 900 of these for war housing. They are now completing

inside walls of rooms are nailed together in the mills. Every-

i2ei#3:io°oE_BE:gks±ruebe:iv£££otEe;t¥:n::]€gd.GeneralHospital

:Pciensgistha:toc£;liEie€o,Pnet'Lnehei:,psi,ntghu¥i:timgionoadti::i:iiengldptFmc;
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sawing and nailing on\ the site.

Houses built this way can be erected in an amazingly

;.f.go:i:,i3tfw:ii:eTiie!:i:i:i.gn;i;Tc:;.3ju:teck¥oii::t:;;.#:fp;h;!uij

::;eufni£¥5=g}3£:ewbfersia¥£:#£em:r°sFakeevsegreviemTe°£n:nr¥hnse

:3i:|y iLa:8uhni3; i::VG|e{ncuttht?n8rgds:eB.assing over them with

The Johnsons agree that "miracle house" ideas with
solar heat and intricate electric systems that will do all sorts
of tricks thru the mere pressing of buttons are not in the

lot, Mr. Johnson says.

And that's all Mr. Richards will reveal about his postwar lawnmower.
He has this word for the South in general and Memphis
in particular:
"This part of the country has a wonderful future for

Eicat#:etf.ort:E:::::ag;E|o#yaarcgeos¥.er|Tsy;:..pre`a#;||arwea?:intg

install as they can afford them. But to have these "miracle"
accessories built into the house would make it too expensive
for the average pers.on, they say.

#%Pvuefabceteunraggippt±hnegEi8goe::t)fe::u:££nfgnsttE:t:::iaebec°#::ruy..

People after the war, just as before the war, and during

factured right here. We've had an idea that we have to
ship in so many things. We don't have to do this if we'll
just look around and decide to expand our manufacturing."
Mr. and Mrs. Richards are partners in the Union Tool
& Manufacturing Co.

LAWNMOWERS NEXT-H. If. R6o"arcs fe 8fooou7®
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Memphis War Industries Have Models

Ready-At Present Giving Full Output

To War Contracts

Livestock Men See Vast Expansion
Memphis Packing Co. Prediets
Ermp;hasis on Pure-Breds On
Midrsouth Farrms
mentMien¥rpehafsse::C±rjgf88.t:n€acfB::e:e:tnog]fay;
present employment when the war ends.

From gun turret rings and gear for warplanes

In fact, the company needs many more employes right
now, according to M. F. Strauss, general manager of the
25-year-old firm.
`We are prepared ito go into full civilian production and
expansion of sales territory immediately alter the war,"
he says.
Right now a large percentage of the plant's products is
going into military channels.
Mr. Strauss carl see only continued expansion of the
Mid-South's livestock indusitry, with consequent expansion
of the plants that handle livestock products.
``We have the natural resources and climate," he points
out. `We can run cattle much longer than in most see.tions
because of the climate. We have grazing land. And our
people are being educated more and more in .how to reap

to frozen food equipment.
This is the changeover from war to peace planned by
Memphis War Industries, a wartime firm organized for the
sole purpose of producing war supplies. It has a la,rge
amount of machinery on hand-and this machinery cannot
be used for the civilian production the firm plans.
Its war orders continue and the machinery is in full
production on military orders.
Meanwhile, however, the company has definite plans for
the time when war orders will cease. It realizes that the
life of war contracts ifi necessarily uncertain.
The Company has leased a building at 1117 Union and is
building experimental models of food ref rigeration units it
plans to manufacture for the Mid-South whenever authority to start manufacture is given. The models are being
built under recent permission of War Production Board,
J. C. Woodson, vice president, says.
One of the experimental models is of a large unit, with
one spacious compartment to be kept at around 35 degrees
above zero and a smaller compartment at zero. It will be
ideal for farm families, Mr. Woodson says.
He believes that farm refrigeration will advance steadily
after the war when materials for manufacture are released.
The plant at 2165 Latham, where the military work is
being carried on, will be kept by the company, headed by
J. W. P. Fleming. It is possible that some work of simi-

fhr:f{#£df.;°o¥th]{Vaer%t°:g;t£[ntedse:omfet°rigmh::Ea:hem:Fnpt:iso:nf
remarkable postwar development in livestock."
He cites statistics for 14 Southern states for 1943 showing livestock and livestock products valued at $1,923,763,000,
heading a list of various other products of the South, as
the basis for his prediction of a bright future for livestock.
The largest part of the farmer's income dollar is from livestock and its products, the statistics show.
He points to the I act that the Mid-South, which not
so many years ago had to ship in cattle, now is shipping to
other parts of the country while at the same time handling
the needs of this area.
Most significant of all postwar prospects to Mr. Strauss
is the increasing interest of farm youths in the scientific
production of pure-bred livestock for the benefit of all
livestock.
"This is a movement that has no limitations and which
should bring added prosperity to the Mid-South yea?I after
year," he says. "All a person has to do to grasp the possibilities is to attend the livestock shows held from time to
time and see the enthusiasm of the young farm people.
They are learning a,ll about livestock, and as they learn
their parents become more and imore interested in raising
better livestock. Memphis Packing Co. intends to encourage
this enthusiasm more and more in the postwar period.

;aeracteytTfaets:#:.t#o¥dsqoefnga;sa.rr,fide:3nFe%%s,behoawvea;[earp]:h;E
a period o/ reconversion lasting for from two to three
months is likely at the main plant.
``If we were making the same kind of product that could
switch over to civilian consumption, the tarsk would be a
simple one," he says. "But that isn't the case. At the same
time we own a considerable amount of the machinery (the
government owns the rest) and will use it to the best advantage possible."

*hfrtT£?ll::ha¥cv::antyfae!r:ma&s%tori:i3gudle:X¥:Tn:::h::jc:h%!=ep:tvh:e£#;fn¥:
£E`et:,is'abnudtE:t€£ie,;b::£tetT=gthi:ttoth:hec°¥Paak¥¥gbyofp':£#£:

mental models of strictly civilian products will be able to
slide thru the reconversion period with a minimum of delay.

amoE:fforfmhi:hni;t:p:%::I:z:Ee'mbaut:r;jtaiEastoc°tEterL#rede:i:gt:
Originally it was formed with the idea of pooling various machine shops of Memphis on specialized war contracts
for products which no one of the shops by itself could
complete. The idea didn't work out so well and later it
became an individual firm.

t.r%:,::%3#::i,cteh#,ogf%|fhiS%afffooidnh%#is
rty#ey:"%bd%#6ko% 8%°ard„%} p%%#sttohne. C°mqurty llias ande wiin

a
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prospects of the I;froe8toclc €ndu8tru.

"State and county farm extension agencies are emphasizing education in the production of livestock and in livestock products as never before.
"All this means more and more diversification of our
farm activities, to the betterment of conditions in general."

`._ _,17Y7vTl

plastic Firm Will Stay--And Enlarge

New Factory Bait: Big Power Plant
At Powder P-IanT
And Big Acreage Would Accommoda+e Almost Any Kind of
Concern--Bu+ Now, War
Workers Needed

Bischoft Company Pl,uns
for New Era When
Ci,vi,linm Production Starts

Smoke is pouring with increasing vigor these
days from the two huge smokestacks at Chickasaw
Ordnance Works.
Off the line run more and more smokeless
powder and TNT for America and her fighting

The Memphis plant of Ernst Bischoff Co., Inc.,
will go into civilian production of plastics just as
soon as possible after the war ends, Joseph Borghi
Jr., plant manager, reveals.

Allies.

More men are needed at the plant to meet increasing demands for its products.
Recently Capt. 8. 8. Williams, commanding officer of the
plant, which is owned, along with its large acreatge, by the
government and operated by du Pont, said ammunition production schedules extend well into 1945; that production will
be continued after the end of the European war to the time
Japan is defeated.

Then what?
Capt. Williams frankly says he doesn't know.

0J". 8. 8. "T\1|JIAM:S, commLmding of fiver of Chicha-

gEbu,:::%r8np]aatn:e=:.nager tor du Pont, has a similar view, for
Here as perhaps at no othei. plant in the immediate Memphis vicinity the question of what the government decides to
do in disposing of its property, acquired solely for wartime
purposes, holds the key to postwar activities.
Observers, including some men whose principal interest is
in trying to figure out ways for Memphis to retain all its
wartime plants if possible, say the Chickasaw Ordnance
Works site near Millington would be ideal for some large
manufa,cturing firm. One of the big advantages for such an
enterprise would be the power plant.
The plant has its own water wells. It has sufficient
acreage for almost any kind of project. It is near a large
distributing center, Memphis. It has a wide area ih the MidSouth for marketing.
A disadvantage is the temporary type of buildihgs on
the site, aside from the power plant. A new enterprise would
have to do consioerable building. Any company large enough

over increaswig output of owmunitbon bu the 8trietlu war
phaut. Th,e qquestivn coerubody wislue8 they'd answer is: What

parts will be widely used in peacetime. With it, shipments of
auto parts and many other types of metal can be made easily.
Packing space can be reduced. The plastic can be used to

protect metal devices kept in storage for long periods.
"Many commonly used household articles can be made

from the hard plastic, Thermo-Cast, such as telephone sets,
door knobs, auto door lmobs, and countless others.
"We believe the production of plastics will increase

:3:rnyottE.ea::rve.af'e!,apustinpcoewi!e*::oFu#ef.p.`atnht.h£:.g:a:tihn.t:

steadily in Memphis."

taken over by the British, and after Pearl Harbor acquired
by the United States government.

and come back to the old proposition of what the government
may decide to do.

Fae5::no:w=d£Ea:n::A:T:¥ughfh:e:]s¥:d¥n£]::f:e#d:T¥:f;t:£j:hne:#r:t:]pnpgoo#§

Capt. Williams does make .it plain that until the defeat
of Japan, clbsing of the plant is rot contemplated, altho read-

part in present theaters of war.

Jdues:#£:;:E€F#uocft;°Tnap:ihecda:I::tbbe:W:eetnerihfenefefaetatth::

safeTy?e¥::¥St££apnr°ounde°ft£¥%T,%s:ihger£:]9£:;di=rpaftfif£:[nar]Z:a

time.

hours has been its record this year.

He does know that the plant needs more and more workers to carry on its record that already has bfought it the
Army-Navy E-Award for four successive six-month periods.

Since the plant began

3;Pe:)rauti°dnert¥£e£¥j::¥efrceyq¥:?ecyofr::£phearsc:i:noftwa?1:::n:ennct6
establishments.
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Other contracts came. The plant also began producing,
for the government, a plastic which is used as a protective
coating for metal parts of equipment sent to war areas thruout the world. The plastic is melted, parts are dipped into it,
and thus the parts have a thin coating protecting them from
water, moisture in the air and corrosive influences in general.

part of the country.
"We believe that use of the protective coating for metal

`The movement of workers into So-called peacetime jobs
means lost production.
Lost production means days or
months added to the war. With present heavy demands for
munitions, which must be met, this lost production will mean
an unnecessary cost of lives."
Mr. Thurston also says:
"Over-optimism apparently caused by recent victories in
Europe is one cause of the most critical manpower shortage
this smokeless powder and TNT plant has faced in nearly
four years of around-the-clock production."
Chickasaw Ordnance Works is very proud of its )ong
record since November of 1940. The amount of its production

:a:::it;:n:s°£ei?¥set#:n:thetst%fm:tso::wg:tn:::¥eergso°anro:hn£€

The plant was established in August, 1941, by the nationally-known Bischoff firm, manufacturers of pharmaceuticals, with headquarters in Ivoryton, Conn., to produce a
chemical for protecting shoes of soldiers against mustard gas.
A contract expected to require three years was completed in
eight months.

production at once," he says. "Other development win depend
largely on the time it takes to make sales contacts in this

In a statement to workers who might take a notion to
seek peacetime jobs, Mr. Thurston said:

tchded.
There is the question of whether du Pont might continue

"We are in Memphis to stay," Mr. Borghi says.

After the war the shoe-impregnating chemical will not be
manufactured, Mr. Borghi says, but the plant w.ill go into
extensive production of plastics.
"We will be able to convert part of the plant to peacetime

8a,w Ord!rairoce Worto8, 68 8ho`u]ir. here ct left in his offiee with
a. A. Th,ur8ton, ap:lank 'rra!unger for du Pout. Tlbey're hapElu

w4:11 ihis huge Tihant do after the war?

:3p:8iETi';tSeh£::£:Sftt:0:anhs:PuCc{er|e#°3Ld£,`dE:tgs?eftdjeste::;d.

Foundations have been laid for more building when the
company develops its civilian output.

Another type of plastic is made into various tools and
dies, especially punch dies. It is an extremely hard substance
and is being used widely.

1

C. A.

A spacious laboratory is being built on the plant site, 301
Walnut.

°c?f3£_REspa§kr¢#h§fc6g%vhhff#:8#h#agfafegpdgha#
pzasfjes.

A sales organization will be developed Mr. Borghi says.
Robert T. Kemp, technical research engineer, is in the East
now doing preliminary study for expansion of the plant.

Chief chemist for the plant is Edward F. Smith. Dr.
James M. Church, assistant professor of chemistry at Columbia University, is consulting cbemist.
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New Drop-Forge Factory Assured
For Peace Trade

Continental Can Co. to Double Output
a

Additi,onal Property Bought---Steady P ostwar E xpansion Planned

s;an,i;eT::h.e::,:oatc:oinntba.:,tTi.3vg.pi:ni:afet!g.sni¥.I:u:ol::e,s:::I;i:::?ha:c.e!pie:

Caine Steel's Program Already Made-

going we'll employ twice as many workers as we now have.
"Recently we completed a new office building and have

Gives Mid-South Something I+'s

ground

available

develops."

Needed and Never Had

for

further

building

as

the

business

As soon as possible the plant will install a heat-treating
department, he says. At present the forgings are given this
treatment at places where they are used.
There will be no lay-off of men or any difficulty in
reconverting to civilian production, Mr. Hoffman says. The
plant makes its own tools. When it is thru with war contracts
it will have to make new dies and tools. When it is thru
with war contracts it will have to make nerv dies for some
types of civilian work, but that will be the only reconversion

Caine Steel Co.'s Memphis plant on Weakley is
a,n example of industries tha,t moved into Memphis

:::a¥earptLmn:ngp:Pboi!::;a:nvgesltpe.g.dpue:i:,imett:cFmaei
This plant is in the business of drop-forging, which
simply.means in general the making of various articles from
steel by heating the metal to a plastic stage, placing it into

necessary.
He believes that the business will develop steadily because
of growing demand for drop-forgings in the Memphis area

fat:gaFa;;tnh8£E:e£¥tpe¥;S.Eo°pner°:t:tdeE:mw£:::dhnT£:n{tb::t;%:mf:a
into tbe correct shape and size.

gtacr.tsAfoEUE%Febder:ngn€nfeord{¥Fenretnutrr:#£,c,%Efp;:I:tt3res{,ng¥efgeds;
for many wartime uses.
M. E. Hoffman, veteran in the drop-forging business, is
general manager of the Memphis plant, which originally came

and in other parts of the South which in the past have had
to be shipped from the North and East.
The plant now has seven hammers, up to 3000-pound
pressure, and is looking for a 6000-pound hammer, Mr. Hoffman says.
Because of the shortage of skilled workers Mr. Hoffman
and Stewart Russell, plant superintendent, have had to train

tracts and went into the forging phase in a substantial way.
"We are convinced that there is a big field for dropforging in the South and are planning definite expansions
to meet the demands we anticipate," he says. "Drop-forging
is a new thing in the South.

their own crew, largely.
In the first six months of this year the plant handled
3,547,000 pounds of steel and turned out 877,549 forgings.
rn charge of the plant's office is L. E. Nobert, comptroller.

intoTfirp]cahnat;SneE:a::#=]n¥hoprerchcaei:ti3ikF::r'tahr:£%[#

to the city in 1942 to make shell casings, completed its con-

Continental Can Co.'s Memphis plant is preparing for a postwar expansion that will increase its
capacity about 33 per cent soon after the war ends,
with a possible increase up to 100 per cent when
plans under consideration can be carried out.
The expansion will double the plant's output, ``and, of
course, will increase our personnel considerably," according
to J. E. Hodgson, factory manager.

Mr. Hodgson revealed that the company has bought additional property, altho its actual new building program ``still
is in the embryonic stage."
There's nothing embryonic, however, about the company's plans to get into civilian production just as quickly as
possible.

"For the past several years we have produced thousands
of items for the armed forces," Mr. Hodgson said. "We are
doing it now and will continue to do it until our services are
no longer required in that respect.
``Our reconversion problems will not be hard to solve,
as most of the equipment was installed among our strictly
can-making equipment. Much of it can be used in the future.
We feel that we will be able to maintain our present employment levels without a great deal of interruption in the immediate war-to-peace transition period."
Mr. Hodgson believes that the South "will experience a
rapid, steady industrial growth, because we now have a
large supply of skilled labor. Where there is skilled labor,

plus tools and materials-and a source of electrical power
such as is obtained from T'VA-a community's growth is just
a question of time and energy."
At the Memphis plant sheets of tin are sent thru various
rna,chimes to pour a steady stream of cans into wartime channels. One high-speed assembly line alone is capable of turning out 140,000 tin cans a day. There are eight other lines,
some with a considerably smaller capacity.
The local plant's war record has included the making
of containers for hand grenades and many other war items.
Nationally Continental Can Co. has maude containers for LendLease shipments, military packages for field and emergency
rations, for bomb fuses and medical supplies-along with

parts for airplanes, tanks, submarines, carriers and guns.
Many of the war contracts have been completed at the
Memphis plant and new ones takein `on.
A hint of a possible new line of production is given by
Mr. Hodgson.
"Continental is an important factor in the fields of fiber
containers, crown caps and molded laminated plastics. The
company maintains large research laboratories in Chicago,
and has warehouses and machine shops in various cities."
"We intend to have one of the most modern and efficient

co.>:.MTE€mE%ap%°w%,'bfsacstky°or%ft#a8erap°!hi%uto`nSetn#8]h%gShn.

plants in the country," Mr. Hodgson says. ``Our plans for
the postwar period are pretty well formulated."
D. C. Statler, Memphis sales manager, predicts a period
of at least three years after the war of unusual production
lust to catch up with the resumption of civilian trade.

n\ u. "Orm\J\\T, General oirairager of Caine 8tect Co.'8
Memphha p;lank, is Shown here at left as a.eorge A. Tuel¢er,

speed a,s8ei!nblu bile whieh cbutomatiealky tests _tin cq;xp8 _f or
being ch,rt4ght. If there's a learfe cunuwhere in tkye_ §o:raering±

the hachine just tosses out the clef ective cam amd brings good
ores along. This bile can turn out 140,000 ca,ns o.n an e6ghihour drtytlu run.
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Electric Firm Now ln War Output

Layne & Bowler, lnc., Plans Extensive

To Make Generators For Civilians
]erry Charh Armounces
F-S Ettpansion Program

Postwar Expansion
Well Company Sees Mountain of New Orders Ahead:
plans Addi+ions +o Plant in Memphis

Before the war-a repair shop for electric
motol.s and generators:

During the war-manufacturers of special generators for the Army Signal Corps, motors and
generators for other branches of the Army and
Navy.

Layne & Bowler, Inc., of Memphis is waiting
only for release of wartime restrictions on materials
to launch an extensive program of expansion.
The firm is one of the world's three largest manufacturers of deep well turbine pumps. The Layne organization,
consisting of IAyne & Bowler and its aff iliate companies,
is the world's largest water well developer.
John a. Gordon Jr., president of Ilayne & Bowler,
emphasizes that he hopes to have the expansion pretty well
under way before the end of war to meet "tremendous
increases in the demand for our equipment which we
anticipate.„
Blueprints have been drawn for:
Doubling the size of the machine shops; construction of
a new office building to cost around $40,000; a new shipping
and crating building; for new railroad switching facilities.
This expansion program will cost from $125,000 to

After the war-manufacturer of generators and motors,
and other electrical equipment; as well as carrying on an
expanded repair business.
This is the lineup for the F-S Electric Co., 903-933 S.
Third, which started out in 1935 as a small electric repair
shop, according to Jerry C. Clark, owner. Mr. dark, incidentally, was working in the shop before he bought it from
J. F. French and Frank Stevens in 1937.
Mr. Orark, who is changing the name to Clank Electric
Co., says he has bought a 115xl75-foot lot adjoining the
plant on the south and plans to build a large warehouse

municipalities and industries because of the war effort,"
Mr. Cordon says.
Postwar planning will occupy a major position at the
loth annual meeting of personnel of I.ayne organizations,
Mr. Gordon says.
The Leyne organizations are spending lots of time think1ng about what they'll do when the war ends. They expect

to be ready.

$150,000, it is estimated.

It is only the beginning, Mr. Gordon says, with likelihood of many more phases of expansion as the country gets
back to a peacetime footing.
With enlargement of the machine shop more machinery
will be installed. Cost may range from seo,OOO to over
$100,000, depending on the type of machinery to be bought.
The firm anticipates an employment increase of from

after the war.
During the war the plant has been more than doubled,
and has bought a large amount of machinery and employed
many more persons.
``We bought the machinery with an eye to its use after
the war," he says. ``For that reason there will be no special
reconversion problem.
"The big reconversion problem for all manufacturers,

50 to 60 per cent over that at the time of Pearl Harbor-

however, will be to win back civilian customers. The first
thing we intend to do when war ends is to be of service
to the old customers who have had to step aside largely
during the war because plants were working for Uncle Sam.
``After all, our customers are the ones who wi)I tell us
after ,the war how many jobs we'll have, regardless of the
postwar planning we may be doing."
Mr. Clark sees a considerable period between the time
war contracts end and civilian production gets under way
on a large scale-for his business and some others as well.
"This perlod may not be very long, and again lt may
run into a few months," he says. "Some industries of course
will be able to get into civilian production with very little
delay. In plants like ours perhaps the reconversion will
take longer. It Seems unreasonable to me to expect to change
from wartime to peacetime production without some delay
and the public should realize ithis."

bER"X a 0L.ALREL, ow.tier of the F-8 Electrto Clo. (1.a is
chanoiHbo the raiine to Chark; Electr6o Co.), is victured testing
a generator being mowufactwred I o'r the Arvny 8€gnal C!orp8.

He sees a developing field in the Memphis area for
the manufacture of certain types of motors and generators
and other electrical equipment whlch came largely from the
East and North in prewar days. This will be true especially,
he belleve8, ln apecial types af equipment made to order
in comparatively small lots which some of the vel.y large
electric manufacturing firms might not be able to work
into their production program.
Mr. Clerk emphasizes that his firm is the first manufacturer of rotating electrlc machines in the South.

To handle Its war contracts-nly this year the plant
got a Navy contract for more than $2,000,un for special
motor generator sets-many more persons have been emplayed. Mlr. Cnark expects to retain these and employ mol.e
when peacetime production gets into full swing.
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and considerably more than now employed even in the
rush of wartime contracts.
Mr. Gordon and W. H. Reeves, vice president in charge
of sales, base their predictions of large postwar business
on the fact that water system expansions by municipalities
and industries alike have been set aside during the war.
They predict that municipalities will spend three or four
times as much for water systems after the war than they
were spending before the war.
Many industries will need overhauling of their water
systems, something they haven't been able to do for a
long time.
Layne & Bowler thru affiliated firms operates tht.uout
the nation, and before the war had affiliated companies in
many foreigrL nations. The firm already is receiving inquiries
from foreign nations about the prospects of getting deep
well equipment.
In war production the firm has supplied pumps and
equipment to Army and Navy installations, and war industries on a wide scale. Affiliates have done the drilling of
Wells and installing of machinery.
`Tndications are that we'11 be busy for more than five

years, possibly seven or eight, after the war ends just in
catching up with the business that had to be set aside by

REbDHIS IS TIIE HUELrofu" G. Gordane Jr., ¢f righ€,
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Ford to Spend $500,000 For
Larger plant
Addition to Al;low 80 Per Cent
Production Increase And 90
Per Cent More lobs
Plans for a $500,000 postwar addition to the
Memphis plant have been approved by officials of
the Ford Motor Co., T. J. O'Neil, branch manager,
has announced.
The addition, which will increase assembly and storage
space in the local plant by approximately 74,000 square feet,
will permit an average of 30 per cent more production and
20 per cent more employment than in the prewar years.
"While we are trying to plan prudently for the future,"
Mr. O'Neil emphasized, ``they are only plans. For the duration
we have only one job, and that is to turn out airplane parts
just as long as the Army Air Forces need them."
Reconversion to the production of Ford passenger cars
and trucks may be no small problem when the time does
come, according to P. S. Mabie, plant superintendent. Now
engaged in machine finishing more than 35 separate parts

::rmpp|:#y &re¥ohd£:reedy f%£rrp|g?{e,£aenng£::a.uctti:n.Plant must be

In confirmation, Mr. Mabie recalls that it was. necessary
to turn the plant literally "inside out" in converting to
essential war production. Assembly lines, jigs, fixtures, in
fact all equipment except the service parts department was
moved completely out of the building to make room for the

huge automatic and semi-automatic finishing machines. Even
the elaborately decorated showroom was converted into office
space for war workers attached to the Army Air Forces, the
Defense Plant Corporation and the Pratt & Whitney Division
of the Ford Motor Co.
Despite the scope of this operation,\finished engine parts
were being shipped within 60 days.
Present plans call for a complete conveyor system to
be installed in the service part department after the war,
vastly increasing the quality of replacement parts that may
be handled.

Ford employes are probably even better workmen now
than before the war, Mr. Mabie believes.
"In changing from the assembly line to lathes, drills,
and other machine tools, we have had to acquire important
new skills," he points out. "Also working with the close tolerance required to turn rough castings into delicate engine
parts exact to the ten-thousandth of an inch has given us a
new conception of precision craftsmanship. For example, it

:#i;e£E]7£e:tfftehreenrtfg?8e:6a€£u°£::mt:ntfsasohf£°tnheaAsrfug]aip£Fe:ie
nical Service Command.
``Such precision manufacturing methods coupled with
improved technical design have made it possible for the
modern airplane engine to produce approximately one horsepower for every pound of its weight as compared to the
prewar automobile ratio of six pounds per horsepower."
What future do local Ford officials predict for Memphis?
"During the first 12 years of the postwar era," Mr.
O'Neil replies, "the mechanization of our agricultural regions
may\provide the greatest prosperity that the Mid-South has
ever known. The Ford Motor Co. expects to not only share
in that prosperity, but also to make a substantial contribution
toward its growth."

Announce Plans for Ford
Postwar Expansion Here
Of fbcidle of the Ford Motor Co.'8
Memphis phaut study TIl,cans of the
$500,000 postwar building program.
Theu are, left to rbghi: Pcwik S.

Mabie, phaut 8aperintendent,. T. J.
O'Netl, ptw± mcLmager, and P. A.
Bouhin, as8istcunt vnmirager.
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